2019 Summer L.A.B.S. Camps
LEARNING ABOUT BASIC SCIENCE

Future Mechanical Engineer

Future Astrophysicist

Future Cartographer

2014 Summer L.A.B.S. Camps
LEARNING ABOUT BASIC SCIENCE

Growing confidence in STEM
is an investment in lifelong learning.

PLAY | CREATE | CHALLENGE

DOWNTOWN LANSING
200 Museum Drive
(517) 485-8116
impression5.org

What are L.A.B.S. Camps?
Impression 5’s L.A.B.S. Camps are developed with your child’s curiosity in mind. Our camps offer
opportunities to play, create, and challenge your child’s understanding of scientific concepts through
interactive projects and experiments. All age-specific camps are designed to encourage children to
make fun, lasting, and meaningful connections to science.
Scholarships are available for all Summer L.A.B.S. Camps. For more information on how to apply,
contact us at (517) 485-8116, ext. 132.

Ages 3-5:

Camp: 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Drop-off: as early as 8:00 a.m.
Pick-up: as late as 12:30 p.m.
Please bring your own snack daily.
Week-Long/Half Day Camp
Cost: $105/Member
$135/Not-yet Member

Ages 5-11:

Camp: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Drop-off: as early as 8:00 a.m.
Pick-up: as late as 5:30 p.m.
Please bring your own lunch
and one snack daily.
Week-Long/Full Day Camp
Cost: $195/Member
$255/Not-yet Member
Single-Day/Full Day Camp
July 1-3 & 5,
and August 26-30
Cost: $55/Member
$70/Not-yet Member

Think Tank Camps
Ages 11-14:

Camp: 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Drop-off: as early as 8:00 a.m.
Pick-up: as late as 5:30 p.m.
Please bring your own lunch
and one snack daily.
Week-Long/Full Day Camp
Cost: $195/Member
$255/Not-yet Member
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Register today!
Click: impression5.org
Call: (517) 485-8116, ext. 132
Mail: 200 Museum Drive
Lansing, MI 48933

SINGLE-DAY CAMPS (AGES 5-11)
Geology Rocks!

Geocaching

Come explore the world of rocks
and minerals, and learn how plate
tectonics have changed the Earth’s
surface throughout time! See how heat
and pressure can change rocks into
something new! Get ready to become a
geologist and have a rockin’ time!

Have you ever wanted to go on a
treasure hunt? Now, with modern
technology, you can! Geocaches are
small containers hidden all over the
world and found via global positioning
systems. Learn how to navigate your
way to a nearby cache using satellite
information, and even create your own
cache for others to find!

Monday, July 1

Monday, August 26

Potato Chip Science
Tuesday, August 27

Join us as we discover the experimental
fun behind empty chip bags, potatoes,
and of course, potato chips! We’ll make
a battery out of a potato, and test the
pH levels of various kinds of chips!

Superhero Science
Thursday, August 29

ZAP! KABOOM! POW! Science comes
to the rescue in this day of hands-on
investigation! Explore the powers of your
favorite superheroes, whether they have
super abilities or fancy gadgets. You’ll
also get a chance to create your own
superhero identity! In this camp, anyone
can be a hero!

Get Messy!
Tuesday, July 2

We’re exploring the messier side of
science in this hands-on camp! Make
paint-balloon projectiles, play with
sticky oobleck, and discover a world of
animals, plants, and minerals in
the dirt.

Get Soaked Up!
Friday, August 30

Splish, splash, this is going to be a blast!
Expect to get more than a little wet while
challenging your understanding of one
of our most important resources: water!
Engage in hands-on experiences and
learn about the water cycle, properties
of liquids, and water-based art. Come
make a splash at this science-soaked
week of H2O fun!

Cooking Science
Wednesday, July 3

Transform ordinary kitchen ingredients
into amazing concoctions! Explore
solutions, reactions, and more while you
create edible science experiments that
will wow your senses! Learn about the
science behind the heat transfer from
kitchen appliances like stoves, toasters,
and ovens!

Marvelous Machines
Friday, July 5

From simple to technological, we’ll
deconstruct, explore, and create
our own machines! Learn about the
elements that make machines go, from
motors to cranks to gears. Learn the
secrets of gadgets, gizmos, and more!

Art Explosion

Wednesday, August 28
Not all art is paint or ink on a page!
Explore the world of kinetic art in this
creative camp! You’ll need to draw upon
art, balance, and engineering to make
a masterpiece that moves using human
power, wind power, or gravity! From
perfectly balanced mobiles to
art machines, come and push art
into new dimensions!
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WEEK-LONG CAMPS
Under the Sea

June 10–14
Come make a splash at this sciencesoaked week of water fun! Learn about
the water cycle, properties of liquids,
and make water-based art!

AGES 3-5

Potions & Eruptions

June 17–21
Explore chemistry through icky, sticky,
and squishy experiments. We’ll use the
power of science to unleash the hidden
potential of substances all around us!

Construction Junction

June 24–28
Become an engineer and create
structures using materials like blocks,
LEGO®s, toothpicks, and more!

Amazing Art

July 8–12
Leave the coloring books behind! Come
mix your own paints, design towering
sculptures, and make your very own art
creations while exploring science!

AGES 5-6

July 15–19
Arrrr you ready for a week of pirate fun?
Learn about navigation, astronomy, and
pirate nutrition as we explore what life
at sea is like. Build a ship to sail safely
through the unruly waves, then use your
compass and treasure maps for an epic
science adventure! It’s the pirate’s life
for you!

On the Farm

July 22–26
Be just like Old McDonald on the
farm! We’ll learn all about the science
of farming, from planting crops to the
importance of pollinators!

Doc McStuffins Science

July 29–August 2
Follow Doc’s lead and investigate the
work of real people who fix things. Step
into the role of doctor, veterinarian, and
mechanic to solve problems, conduct
fun experiments, and more!

Space Cadets

August 5–9
Get ready to explore the solar system
and beyond! Create your own telescope
to explore the constellations, then put
on your astronaut gear and prepare for
blast off!

Nature Wonders

August 12–16
The great outdoors is your classroom
as we search for bugs, feed the birds,
and explore the shapes and textures
of leaves. We’ll take regular walks,
examine artifacts we’ve collected, and
create beautiful nature art.

Dinosaur Stomp!

August 19–23
Investigate why dinosaurs no longer
roam the Earth, and look for their
descendants still living today—all while
stomping around your Science Center!

Build & Destroy

When I Grow Up!

Eco Explorers

Inside Me!

Grossology

Dinosaur Safari

June 10–14
Come engineer amazing structures
and then switch to demolition mode
to figure out the most efficient way to
knock them down!

June 17–21
Through hands-on experiments,
we’ll discover how muscles make us
move, how lungs fill with air, and what
happens to food after we eat it!

Art Adventure

June 24–28
Investigate color and texture, make
your own art supplies, and test new
techniques to unleash your inner artist!

Argg! Pirate Science

July 8–12
Learn the science of piracy by
designing sea-worthy vessels,
investigating navigation, and more!
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Pirate Adventure

July 15–19
What do you want to be when you grow
up? We’re learning all about careers in
science, technology, engineering, art,
and math in this hands-on camp!

July 22–26
If gross is your thing, you’ll love to
get messy in this camp! Explore the
science of everything slimy, gooey, and
gross—from snot and barf to worms
and germs. Make disgusting creations
to take home and gross out your friends
and family!

Space Explorers

July 29–August 2
Are you curious about space? Expand
your knowledge and your imagination
to the size of the solar system and
beyond! We’ll launch rockets, explore
planets, and create our own spaceworthy astronaut gear!

August 5–9
Investigate nature and experiment with
what’s living in our yards, rivers, and
forests. We’ll go on nature walks, make
art with materials we collect, and more!

August 12–16
Put your paleontology skills to the test
as we investigate creatures that roamed
the Earth long ago. Dig for fossils, learn
about dinosaurs and other prehistoric
creatures, and make dinosaur tracks!
We’re going to dig up some serious fun!

Chemistry Craze

August 19–23
Come explore chemistry through
fizzy, sticky, and squishy experiments!
From gooey slime to color-changing
liquids, we’ll unleash the hidden
potential of substances all around us
with hands-on experimentation.

WEEK-LONG CAMPS
Secret Agent Scientist

June 10–14
Explore the world of spies and forensics
using deductive thinking, your powers
of observation, and some cool gadgets!
Examine evidence like fingerprints,
invisible messages, DNA, and codes
while remaining undercover so you can
catch the culprit!

June 17–21
In this hands-on camp, you’ll work
together to combine science and
imagination to construct and light up
your own metropolis! Build a city of the
future, of the past, or create a fictional
world all your own!

Video Game Designer

June 24–28
Learn “Scratch” programming to build
your own video game as you explore
video game history and design. Test
your skills on a variety of gaming
platforms, then show off your creation
in our video game showcase!

Science of Marvel

Life Hacker!

June 17–21
In this camp, we’ll be putting popular
internet “life hacks” to the test! Is there
really an easy way to tell if an egg has
gone bad without cracking it? What
about a good way to tell if a battery still
has a charge? Join us and find out!

Hogwarts Adventure

June 24–28
Discover the magic of science as we
levitate objects, make potions, and learn
about fantastic beasts. You’ll be sorted
into houses and earn points to compete
for our very own House Cup! Get ready
to make some serious magic!

Video Game Designer

July 15–19
Learn “Scratch” programming to build
your own video game as you explore
video game history and design. Test
your skills on a variety of gaming
platforms, then show off your creation
in our video game showcase!

Movie Magic

July 22–26
Put your own movie script together
and explore lighting, sound effects,
and more! You’ll experience acting,
directing, and editing in this hands-on
movie-making camp! Then, top it off
with a screening of your creation! Lights!
Camera! ACTION!

Chemistry Challenge

July 8–12
Are you ready to take on some
awesome chemistry experiments?
Take your slime-making skills a step
further and make bouncing polymer
balls! Then, use chemistry equipment
to squeeze an egg into a bottle without
breaking it!

Where is Carmen Sandiego?
July 15–19
Greetings, Gumshoes! The Chief
needs your help once again to
apprehend the world’s most elusive
thief, Carmen Sandiego! Bring your
science knowledge to answer trivia
and solve clues, just like in the original
game show!

Best Commercial Ever!

July 22–26
Become a writer, director, actor — or
all three — as you make your own
commercials. Analyze the psychology of
advertisements while you master filming
techniques and editing through a series
of challenges.

July 29–Aug 2
Using sensors and gears, you’ll design
and build a moving robot and use
the LEGO® WeDo system to explore
challenges and find solutions!

Survival Science

August 5–9
In this camp, find out how to investigate,
tie various knots, understand code
messages, and safely filter your own
drinking water while outdoors!

Splash of Color

August 12–16
Let science be your muse and unleash
your inner artist! Make your own art
supplies, create art out of fun science
experiments, and more!

Fizz Boom Chemistry

August 19–23
Explore the world of acids and bases
through bubbly, sticky, and slimy
experiments. Mix, pour, and stir your
way to creating amazing concoctions!

Advanced Forensics

July 29–Aug 2
In this clue-filled camp, you’ll use
biology, chemistry, and physics to
uncover, analyze, and discover the truth!

Advanced Video Games
August 5–9
Design a virtual game where you
control the outcome, characters, and
levels! You’ll also learn KODU, the
universal gaming language.

Advanced LEGO® Robotics
August 12–16
Design awesome robots and complete
increasingly complex tasks with them
as the week goes on!

AGES 9-11

June 10–14
If you love Marvel superheroes, then this
camp is for you! We’re investigating the
science behind Marvel characters, from
radioactive spiders to Iron Man’s suit.
You’ll also get to make your very own
version of Mjolnir, Thor’s hammer!

July 8–12
Using sensors and gears, you’ll design
and build a moving robot and use
the LEGO® WeDo system to explore
challenges and find solutions to improve
your design!

LEGO® Robotics

AGES 7-8

Techno City

LEGO® Robotics

Extreme Survivor

August 19–23
Improve your odds in any survival
situation, whether you’re in a power
outage or a zombie apocolypse.
Learn to navigate by the sun and moon,
create traps, and more!
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Think Tank Camps
Experience Summer L.A.B.S. Camps for ages 11-14 in our youth maker space, Think
Tank! Geared toward older learners, these camps are an exclusive opportunity to mix
your imagination with your ingenuity to make real things using real tools!

Cardboard Circuits

June 10–14
Create complex cardboard
circuits with batteries, LEDs, motors,
and more! Fuse the science and
innovation of circuitry to create
functional things!

Slime Entrepreneur

June 17–21
Experiment to create your own
unique polymers, slimes, and floam
while studying chemical reactions!
Learn how to start your own slime
business, design your own packaging,
and advertise!

Build a Robot

June 24–28
We’ll start the week by making a
small, simple practice robot! Then,
you get to build your own robot by
programming it to make sounds, light
up, and more!

Escape Artist

July 8–12
Got what it takes to escape?
Throughout the week, you’ll solve
puzzles and work with your group to
design an escape room!
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Stamps &
Screenprinting
Science Vlogging

July 15–19
Join us to get hands-on experience
using recording equipment and
video-editing software to help you
create quality science-themed content!

MAKE with Wood

July 22–26
Sawing, drilling, and nailing are all
on the docket in this camp! Learn the
skills necessary to build with wood to
make things like pencil holders and a
candy dispenser! We can’t wait to see
what you make!

TRASHformations

July 29–August 2
Help us keep trash out of
landfills with your endless creativity!
Try your hand at upcycling as we melt
plastic bags into new objects, or make
a desk lamp out of soup cans!

August 5–9
Try out different stamp-making
techniques in this hands-on camp!
Make spray paint art using stencils
you design and cut yourself.
Design a logo to build your brand
and put it on a t-shirt using
stencils and screenprinting!

Art Fusion

August 12–16
Whether you engineer a
pendulum that creates splatter art,
or design your own spin art machine,
this is your chance to create some
amazing artwork! You’ll also
get the opportunity to participate
in team challenges that will put your
skills to the test!

Pinball & Arcade

August 19–23
This camp explores the science of
motion and reflection behind pinball
and other arcade machines! Explore
launchers, integrate lighting, and
showcase your own creation by
turning our Think Tank! maker-space
into an arcade!

2019 Summer L.A.B.S. Camps Registration Form
Register by mail: Impression 5 Science Center, 200 Museum Drive, Lansing, MI 48933
Phone: (517) 485-8116, ext. 132 / Online: impression5.org
Please fill out a separate registration form for each child enrolling. Thank you! (Circle your choice of camps below.)
Camper’s Name:

				

Age:

DOB:

Parent Name(s): 										

Phone:

											

Phone:

Address: 					

State:

City: 				

ZIP:

Email: 					

(Please circle your choice of camps.)
DATE

AGES 3-5
HALF-DAY

AGES 5-6
FULL-DAY

AGES 7-8
FULL-DAY

AGES 9-11
FULL-DAY

CAMP
COST

FULL-DAY

June 10-14

Under the Sea

Build & Destroy

June 17-21

Potions & Eruptions

Inside Me!

Techno City

Construction Junction

Art Adventure

Video Game Designer Hogwarts Adventure

June 24-28

THINK TANK
AGES 11-14

Secret Agent Scientist Science of Marvel

Cardboard Circuits

Life Hacker!

$

Slime Entrepreneur

$

Build a Robot

$

July 1

Geology Rocks!

$

July 2

Get Messy!

$

July 3
July 5

Cooking Science
Marvelous Machines

$

July 8-12

Amazing Art

Argg! Pirate Science

LEGO® Robotics

$

Chemistry Challenge

Escape Artist

$

July 15-19

Pirate Adventure

When I Grow Up!

Video Game Designer Where is Carmen Sandiego? Science Vlogging

$

July 22-26

On the Farm

Grossology

Movie Magic

Best Commercial Ever! MAKE with Wood

$

July 29-Aug 2

Doc McStuffins Science Space Explorers

LEGO® Robotics

Advanced Forensics

$

August 5-9

Space Cadets

Eco Explorers

Survival Science

Advanced Video Games Stamps & Screenprinting $

August 12-16

Nature Wonders

Dinosaur Safari

Splash of Color

Advanced LEGO® Robotics

August 19-23

Dinosaur Stomp!

Chemistry Craze

Fizz Boom Chemistry Extreme Survivor

TRASHformations

$

Art Fusion
Pinball & Arcade

$

August 26

Geocaching

$

August 27

Potato Chip Science

$

August 28

Art Explosion

$

August 29

Super Hero Science

$

August 30

Get Soaked Up!

$

Register Today!

Add a Membership and save on programs?

Family ($75)

Ages 3-5:

Week-Long/Half Day
Cost: $105/Member
$135/Not-yet Member

Think Tank Camps
Ages 11-14:
Week-Long/Full Day
Cost: $195/Member*
$255/Not-yet Member

Ages 5-11:

Week-Long/Full Day
Cost: $195/Member*
$255/Not-yet Member
Single-Day/Full Day
July 1-3 & 5,
August 26-30
Cost: $55/Member
$70/Not-yet Member

*MEMBERS SAVE $60 for each week of camp you purchase!
Become a member today!

Enhanced ($100)

Elemental ($125)

Total Cost of Camps
Total Due

$
$

My check is enclosed.
Charge my credit card.
Credit Card Type
Account Number		

Exp. Date

Signature			

Security Code
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200 Museum Drive

Lansing, MI 48933

Register for Summer L.A.B.S. Camps
today—space is limited!
Click: impression5.org
Call: (517) 485-8116, ext. 132
Mail: 200 Museum Drive, Lansing, MI 48933

Thank you, sponsors!
The W.B. and
Candace Thoman
Foundation

